Effectiveness of corporate social responsibility performance in oil and gas companies in north Kalimantan
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Abstract---Development effort oil and gas experience enhancement enough fast, existence activity the Fulfill needs energy national. Indonesia is a developing country have backup oil and gas that became support growth economy and development however has the potential to cause impact to environment especially in area around industrial areas. PT. MEP is one of the company oil and gas operating in North Kalimantan in every the operation attempted create balance environment with draft give sustainable energy, however special CSR program performance field environment implemented life not yet measurable by certain because no there is guide special about Thing that . Focus study this is exploratory and descriptive. Researcher using engineering models data analysis with to do data collection, data reduction, past data presentation withdrawal conclusions (Miles and Huberman, 1992). Based on results research that has been conducted could concluded that environmental CSR performance already effective, implemented with good with implementing Governance Company sustainable
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Introduction
Along running time, development industry oil and gas from time to time
experience growth enough fast. Industry oil and gas have role important in growth economy specifically in Indonesia and have commodity strategic for Fulfill needs energy national, energy sector is at the heart of the country's economic (Dube and Jaiswal. 2015). Existence industry it is very much needed however potential to contaminate environment and needed role not quite enough answer corporate social responsibility (CSR) that can support management environment by planned and directed and in the business world role they have connection with dimensions social sustainability (Avesani, 2020). Corporate green practices have great potential to counter the issues pertaining to the natural environment (Abbas, 2019), p this is a draft that company strive use source power natural with wise without cause damage.

Indonesia is a developing country that is still to do activity development in everything sector. Development in context management environment is something must choice taken with meaning advance nation (Fadli, et al, 2016), choosing the right strategy such as CSR programs can be realize balance environment. Implementation of CSR in Indonesia started with existence development issue global environment and increasingly many companies that have implement in variety form as effort concern to the impact from activity effort that.

Wozniak and Jurczyk (2020) suggest that CSR has now days become a significantly important aspect of the functioning of large companies, CSR is form sensitivity and concern to condition social, economic and existence push continuity something company to care to the stakeholders interests and environment as well as could increase quality life Public around. The implementation of CSR in Indonesia has set in Regulation Government No. 47 of 2002 concerning Limited Liability Companies state that the Company that runs activity his business in the field and/or related with source power natural required doing Social and Environmental Responsibility, regulations this is derivative from Invite Law No.40 of 2007 concerning Limited Liability Companies. Next there is also a law Invitation No. 32 of 2009 concerning Protection and Management Environment Life state that quality environment more and more life decrease has threaten continuity life humans and creatures life other so that need conducted protection and management environment real life really and consistently by all holder interests , with existence Regulation law Invitation the so Becomes obligation company in push growth economy with consider factor environment live (Siregar, 2007), p this related with company as perpetrator industry must consistent in apply pattern work friendly environment and companies may decide by themselves which are the best practices and apply these practices according to company interest (Raufflet, Cruz and Bres, 2014) so that the company program appropriate target based on needs and who only can _ accept benefit it and will appear trust that environmental sustainability can increase the positive perceptions of the local community (Feito, Gonzales and Martin, 2021).

PT. MEP is one of the company oil and gas operating in North Kalimantan in every the operation attempted create balance environment with draft give sustainable energy, however special CSR program performance field environment implemented life not yet measurable by certain because no there is guide special
about Thing that and so far researcher know not yet there is studies that discuss it, this in line with Hubbard (2006) in Sebhatu (2009) that in fact measure performance organization difficult, especially when what to do be measured Keep going change and need existence action proactive company in integrate aspect related to CSR for reach performance positive (Feder and Weibenberger, 2021). Because of that researcher want to knowing effectiveness environmental CSR performance life by accurate so that could know and evaluate program achievements that have been implemented by PT. MEP which has an operating area in north Kalimantan. In 2011 the company get Duty from the Ministry of Energy and Resources Mineral Power for support the gas network program for Tarakan community and distribute natural gas for PT PLN Tarakan since 2002. Next _ company work same with government area in implement CSR, as for activities that have been conducted namely the empowerment program for Public like utilization rubbish house stairs, manufacture fertilizer organic and educational.

**Literature Review**

**Effectiveness**

Effectiveness is something achievements that can be measured through indicator sustainability and for knowing the success of the program so must notice purpose and existing, in addition to it can also give instruction how much far the target will be achieved (Sedarmayanti, 2009) and until to what extent is a group could reach the goal (Soekanto, 1984), p the in tune with the opinion of Sharma and Gupta (2009) that CSR is good have transparency in organization, efficiency effective and must consistent in accordance with business strategy (Le Ha Nhu, 2018) as well as could reach destination or set goals in skeleton Fulfill obligations set by the Government.

Sadler (1996) stated that the term effectiveness is often understood as referring to achievement of policy goals and measurements performance based on outcomes (Watson and Whitley, 2017) then benchmark measuring success that is from destination desired end achieved (Steers, 2008). Furthermore, Campbell in Steers (1989) suggests: that measure effectiveness covers a number of Thing that is understanding of the program, right target, right time, achieved goals and change real, different case with Duncan in Steers (1985) measurement effectiveness could conducted through achievement goals, integration and adaptation.

There is framework reference effectiveness consisting of from four element questions (Getty, et al. 2020):

1. Procedural effectiveness: have appropriate processes been followed that reflect institutional and professional standards and procedures?

2. Transactive effectiveness: To what extent, and by home, is the outcome of conducting the assessment considered to be worth the time and cost involved?

3. Substantive effectiveness: To what extent does the assessment lead to changes in process, actions, learning or outcomes?
4. Legitimacy: Was the assessment process perceived to be legitimate by a wide range of stakeholders?

**Performance**

Lanskosky (2000) defines performance environment refers to a level damage environment life caused by activities carried out by the company, in creating a good environment (Ikhsan, 2009) because issue environment have high complexity, diversity, and contingency (Yin et al., 2021) and factor other that is every company have characteristics and circumstances unique that will influence how company that looking at context operational and responsibilities answer social (Hohnen, 2007), because that need existence enhancement attention for report CSR performance in order to obtain legitimacy in operate business (Indrawan and Naharyo, 2018).

Achievement implementation CSR activities require benchmark measuring measurement performance to know level the success that has set by the company. Mahsun (2013) suggests that element tree something measurement performance consist from:

1. Set organizational goals, objectives and strategies.
2. Formulate indicator and measure performance
3. Measure level achievement goals and objectives organization.

**Corporate Social Responsibility**

Definition of CSR according to The *World Business Council for Sustainable Development* (WBCSD) is the continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the local community and society at large, furthermore CSR moment this be marked with existence initiative standard by international in ISO 26000 form (Ranchman, et al. 2011). Based on ISO 26000 CSR is the responsibility of an organization or the impact of its decisions and activities on society and environment and in Thing this is CSR as form real business world concern to environment surroundings (Sambodo et al. 2012). Next according to *Prince of Wales International Business Forum*. There are five pillars in CSR activities, namely:

1. Building Human Capital

   Internally, the company required for create source power reliable human then external, company required for committed to rights community, often through development society.
2. Strengthening Economies

Perpetrator effort requested no get rich yourself whereas people in their environment are poor and must strengthen economy surrounding.

3. Assessing Social Chesion

Perpetrator effort sued for guard harmony with Public around so as not cause conflict.

4. Encouraging Good Governance

In operate business, company must carry out governance good company.

5. Protecting the environment

Company always attempted for protect and preserve environment.

According to Commission Europe (2002) in Kooskora (2005) CSR is an integral part of from draft development harmonious sustainable with opinion Sumardjo, et al (2014) stated that that CSR an effort serious entity business for minimize impact negative and maximizing impact positive to whole holder interests, economy, social and environment for reach destination development sustainable, then there is consequence to operational company that is in the form of commitment company for could integrate concern social and environmental (Speziale and Kloviene, 2014) in take responsibility all form risks caused by activities operations, in order to realize balance with produce benefit from impact the good for company nor other.

Oil and gas companies face challenge in problem environmental and social so that need To do practice CSR development (Raufflet, Cruz, Brez. 2014), therefore it’s very important company for manage not quite enough answer social (Speziale and Kloveriene, 2014) and in To do activities capable work same with organization or party others (Kottler and Lee, 2005) so that programs can integrated, directed and measurable as well as created harmony between stakeholders.

**Corporate Sustainability**

The company must have an effective sustainable strategy especially in the company oil and gas (Deegan and Gordon, 1996) is one of them with the existence of a CSR policy program because success implementation of CSR and Corporate Sustainability important for industry (Duttagupta, et al. 2001) for sustainability operation business company. The concept of sustainable development on a corporate level is stated as a corporate sustainability which is based on three pillars economic, ecological, and social issues, therefore, the social dimension is named CSR (Ebner and Baumgartner, 2006).
**Figure 1. Relationship between SD, Corporate Sustainability and CSR**

(Ebner and Baumgartner, 2006)

**Research Methods**

Approach research used is qualitative descriptive. Focus study this is exploratory and descriptive. Researcher using engineering models data analysis with To do data collection, data reduction, past data presentation withdrawal conclusion (Miles and Huberman, 1992) with To do documentation by systematic to the data that has been obtained from literature studies, documents, interviews and observations field so that results study more precise and objective. Study this conducted for knowing how effectiveness CSR performance in particular about management environment at PT. MEP located in North Kalimantan and in implementation researcher use technique observation participatory, then selected informants has Fulfill criteria subject study that is employees and related communities direct with corporate CSR activities.

**Figure 2. Skeleton Conceptual CSR Performance Effectiveness**
Discussion

CSR program run by the company is effort active doing _ by periodically in realize concern to activity Public character positive and give benefit for whole holder interests and give benefit in increase score positive in the eyes public . In general company apply activity sustainability is one with to do not quite enough answer social like increase role in guard sustainability environment, because that important existence measurement CSR performance for destination achievement of corporate strategy (Indrawan and Nahartyo. 2018). In Thing this data collection with use indicator measurement the effectiveness of environmental CSR programs at PT. MEP obtained results as following:

1. Destination

Implementation of responsibility program answer social field environment cooperate with Tarakan City Government such as utilization waste plastic Becomes ingredient burn oil purposeful alternative _ for reduce amount waste , and generate energy alternative . Then manufacture fertilizer organic liquid with microorganisms local have destination increase ability, knowledge and independence Public in entrepreneurship, next plant herbal medicine increase awareness Public through utilization drug experience as well as produce enhancement the economy in the village East Mambirdan. Agriculture plant organic and waste bank is activity empowerment group impactful community _ positive to eye livelihood and also support government in the program to reduce rubbish as effort build concern environment.

2. Integration

Corporate CSR integration addressed for equalize perception, view or synergy between government programs company areas and programs so that appropriate target and fit with needs Public especially concern environment, human resource and economic improvement. PT. MEPs work together with government Tarakan city through management program rubbish integrated in the market Tenguyun , then company with the Department of the Environment Tarakan's life does education sorting 3R waste and waste bank socialization, training and assistance agriculture organic and hydroponic .

3. Adaptation

The company has demands will importance a connection good with the community around the area of operation his business. PT. MEP adapt to the changes that occur in empower and support independence community Public the city of Tarakan, has commitment contribute to helpful program implementation achievement development sustainable. Planned program could realize based on needs Public local and precise marked target with acquisition achievements made by the group built company, then implementation empowerment Public more innovative and productive score enough economy significant.
Next determination measurement performance use approach Mahsun (2013) which states that element tree something measurement performance consist from:

1. **Set organizational goals, objectives and strategies.**

   Company in destination operations and business state that leadership of and by workers, development social and environmental life, and empowerment Public local. Try achieve the target that has been set in framework CSR program sustainability by involve various holder interest.

2. **Formulate indicator and measure performance.**

   Company defines criteria for formulate indicator and measure priority with destination identify material issues, after that conducted evaluation plan sustainable CSR work in operational areas that have been agreed together based on applicable regulations.

3. **Measure level achievement goals and objectives organization.**

   Measurement, monitoring, reporting progress performance of PT. MEP done with 2 stages that is plan period short and plan period medium Aiming length for reduce and overcome impact environment, reduce use energy and strengthen diversity programs live. Target policy environment on Performance Company is all holder influential interests to success business and CSR programs.

4. **Evaluation performance.**

   Environmental CSR program policies need evaluation for disclose results from achievement, evaluation performance performed on all stages from program planning, implementation and impact. Owned sustainable governance Principles Company run in various activity like Strengthening Agribusiness based on Agriculture Organic, Agricultural Grade Organic for student, Sokola Activity Nature, support for religious, health, educational and cultural activities. Evaluation performance reviewed from the benefits that have been achieved from programs that have implemented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. CSR Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tarakan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Management Program Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Disaster Contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Program Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Facilities Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

Based on results research that has been conducted could concluded that the performance of the CSR program carried out by PT. MEP already effective. Company always to do monitoring goals and performance by periodically and carried out evaluation of CSR programs such as enhancement culture safety employees and the environment, reduction waste and emissions. Strategy and policy company in accordance with commitment policy environment and improve life Public around the operating area. Next company could measure and develop CSR program performance towards more good in skeleton protection environment related with continuity business period long and CSR must be consistent with a business strategy that maximizes efficiency source power nature.
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